L-spaces and S-spaces in P(ω)  by van Douwen, Eric K. & Kunen, Kenneth
We show that CH implies that p(u),  when equipped with the Vietoris topology, has a subspace
which is an hipace  and a subspa* which is an S-space. This is an immeqiate consequence of
the fut!tcMng purely combinatorial result: CH implies the existence of an UJ  1 -sequence (x, : CY < w1 >
in @(cu) such that (1) if u <fl< 01, then x8 c* xa; (2) if IZ 01 is uncountable, then there are
dWwtjlar, @ 6Z with ~8 Ex,.
Recr=all that a space is called an L-space if it is hereditarily Eindeliif but not
separable; S-spat@ if it is heteditarily separable but not Lindeliif.
FL tusdarrff L-spaces and S-spaces exist in ZFC, f4,6.2,6.3].Jt is not known if
=guia L-spaceg or S-Spaces exist in ZFC.
In this mote: we give a new pra6f of the folIowIng theorem.
Regular L-spaces and S-spaces were first constructed from CH by Hajnal and
%, [S]* First coF:~f*:bIe regular S-spaces were also first constructed from CH
jnal and J$&z [Sj; see [$I for a simpler construction. IFirs; countable regular
L-spaces were first 4zcktruGte.d fioti CH in [3!.
(1) ~a<CQC~l,thenx,~xa;and
(2) if I  G &B)I  is uncountable, then there ar
distinct a, fl E I  with s;# E xcrw
. ,, - ;“, , ,
A sequence satisfying (1) and (2) is called a & sequence,
We obtain the following result in a quite natural way.
Shx ~(4, when equipped with the Vietoris topology, is first~o~,~ntable and
zero-dimensionai, Thtiorem 1 .l follows from Theorem 1.2 once-we show that CH
iflplies L l Wz will prove a (forma@+ stronger result. Let s * &*) dent(ote (strict)
aimost inch&ion, i.e. x c’* y 8 Ix - y [ <a, md x c* y if x g* y but y $*x,
Then & 4early follows from
(?! there is an ol-sequence (x~: Q e+ 01) in P(w) such that
(1) ifa<g<wl,thenxace.,l;and
(2) if I  z M 1 is uncountabk, then there are
distinct a, #3 E I with xg E xcx*
A sequence satisfying (1) and (2) is called an T sequence.
We apologize to the high energy physicist? for sharing t eir up and down.
This was also proved, indeperxknily, by 3. Eaumgartner.
As is to be expected, our L-space and S-space do n t exist in zE{z:
We remind the reader
efT 49
.(
if p W”h
The’&@oIo~$&U r&&&r will madily’s&z that this is another way oP describing the
h~ersplip^ce~~~f.~j~~~~~~~~iirrg Ib)- subsets & U, equipped with the Vi&&s topology.
C3mrIy xi& I Vi&b& .&schgy is firit coibntable eI
‘@w C&~tsr%q&i&y am! the Vieioris togaiogy are in a certaira sense close
tog@thm. Fm ifist&& another neigh&hood base for x E=: P(o) in the VietoCs
tcwpology consists of nli sets of the form
[0, xln Bk k), (k <: a).
(In this form the Vietori$ ?opoiogy was rediscovered by E. Ellentwck [4]? see [2,
4.14]), We also have the following easy facts [2,2.1,2.2].
Fact, (a) The Cantor topology is included in the Vietoris topology.
(b) Each interval [x, y] (x, y E P(u)) is cloued ill the Cantor toipology.
Note that this implies that the: Vietoxis topology is zero-dimensionaL
(C) A space is called &&~~~timt& (&&-separated) if it admits a well-ordem
under which every initial (final) sb;gment is closed. We will use the following facts,
see [7,2&S, OS]*
~~~~* Every L-space h
whxh has 3o ~~c~~ntab~e relatively discrete subset is an
IApWXL
Every S-space has a
Bra CC?
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. P(w) has she Vie&is topology throughout.
We begin with explaining how & was found, i.e. we prove
(b)+(a), If P(O) has an L-su%pace, then by Fact i of Sectkoxk 2 there is 88
a1 -sequence: (x,: Q < ~1) in SPto) such that
(1) {~~:~~B<0~}isopenia(xs:~(~1),for(p<wl;and
(2) (x~ : a < ml) has no uncountable relatively discrete subset.
By (I) there is for each @ < ~1 a finite f~ C_ XB such that
(3) .xn&[fa, xR] if a <fl <ol.
This is only a weak version of condition r(1) of &, but this can easily be repaired:
There are anuncountable J  G ai and a finite f sg a~ such that j!$&f for, ali, cr E L
Since J  has or&r type ul, we may assum”: J  = 01. Then (3) blames. (1) of 4.
Yext iet I E [wJ’ be arbitrary. By (2) there is /S G I such that 8~ is not an is&ted
point of {x* : Q E I}, so there is cy E I -(Is} with .re, E [0, x#]. Th~sproves (2) of $ u
(a) + (b). Let ( ga : a <Ok) be a & sequence, We claim that L  = Cx, : a KIWI) is an
L-space. By (1) 0” & we have
(4) if Ily <#3<wl, then x&8&j.
Hence E is left-separated (and xa ia’ Q if CY, ,@ E 01 are distinct). If L is not hereditarily
Lindelijf, then by Fact L of Section2 there is a J  E [&j”l such that (x,: Q CT} is
relatively discrete. For p E J pick a firlite fs SE xg such that
(5) if cy, /3 E J  are distinct, then x0! & [ fs, x8].
There is ar? uncountable I G J  and a finite f~ u such that
(6) fa =, for a, EI.
But (5) and (6) imply
(71 if cy, /3 E I are distinct, then xar @ xg.
This contradicts (2) of & .
The remaining part of the proor’ essentially repeats the previous arguments:
(c) + (a). If 8(o) has en S-s&space, then an obvious modification of the argument
of the proof of (b) -* (a) yields an ml-seqtience (x,: cy < 01) in P(U) such that
l~1 -xa :a <wl) is a sequence.
(a) -+ (c). IP (x, : Q” < ol) is a $ sequence, then an obvious modification of the pr of
of (a) + (b) shows that {w - xcr : a < CIP~) is an S-s&space of 9(u).
and (b) -+ (c) is to bserv
is a) hornkomoxphism of P(w), when &en the Vietdris topology; to P(O), when
given ,the c+ietaris topology: In this topology a neighborhood base for .X E 9(&r)
would be
{[x, w -fl: f a finite subset of 0 -x}.
If Xc= P(W) is an S-space in the co-Vietoris topology, then X is an L-space in th.c
vieturis topology.
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3, 9(w) will now carry the Cantor topology
throughout, and Is hence hereditarily separable.
Assume CH, and enumerate [allc” as (I$ q <: 01) in such a way that p1, E n for
q <wl. Atso, for 16 r& < ~1, let rpa map or! onto 8.
We will construct an t sequence (x, : a <: ~1) iin [o]” by transfinite recursion. Let
~0 = 0. Now, iet 1 G@ < w1 and assume that we have constructed x, for CT < /3 so
that ar < y < #3 implies x, c* x,. Choose xg so that:
(i) x6 c* X, for all CT < #3, and
(ii) If q <I? and x8 E cl{x, : a E Iv}, then 30 E Iv [xB c= x,].
We must: check that x8 can be so chosen. Fix any infinite s .with s c* xII fcr all
cu<~.;:awilfbe{k,:~~W},whereko<kl< -*a,a:‘itl each kn E s (so (i) will certainly
hold). We shall pick the k, by recursion, along with se s B,, E {x, : a < /3}. Let ko be
arib element of s, and let k,,+lbe any nuinber larger than k,, s-Jch that
Each b, is chosen as follows: Fix q = +,&r ). We consider two cases. Case 1 is
that for some ty E &,, xa n (k, + 1) = {ko, 9 9 . t k,}; we choose [S,, to be such an X~ ; then
our choice of K,,+i, k&+2, * 9 + guarantees ,_‘B c xar. Case 2 is not ease 1.; then we are
destined to have x& cl{xa : a E I..}, so let Ib, =x0. In either sase, we have ensured
(ii)‘for 7.
This completes ourconstruc:ion of (xa : a < a~,). e now check that it is indeed
an t sequence. IA; I G tr; 1 be uncountt t,bleD e must find distinct a, /3 e: P with
xe G xa. P(M) is hereditarily separable, so fixuchtinat A, s I and {xa : a E A,1 is
dense in {xp : Q E I}. Now fix /3 E I with ~3 > q. Since xg E cl{x,: cy E &}, there is an
; wirh xg c X**
P = (p E [op? x, s xB for distinct Q[, j3 ep}, 
p<q if p2q. 
If P has the ccc, then by MA + 7CH it h+s property K, i.e. for ed f E [P]?~;thwe 
is I E [J]“’ such that any two elements e: I are compatible, E WQ ~appEy WS Wls 
J = {{a}: a CW~), we find I E [e&J”’ for which (2) holds, 
In order to prove that P has the ccc we modify an argument ~RHII. f’$]*, due in 
its present form to J, Roitman. Suppose P does not have ,the~ tic* .By: ai rougine 
A-system argument one can find an w:-sei;Jence (p4 : cu S 01)’ of p&wise botipat- 
ible ekments of P and n < o such that 
(3) if o! C /3 < 01, then max&) < rnkQ@; and 
(41 I,pRI = n* 
(See alsc f 1 I] for a discussion of such A-system methods in MA proofs.) 
For a ~t;r,‘~ pick y, E V(w) such that 
((y& 1 =zi -2,=(x,: SEpa} 
and define ic, sz ?(~j by 
I:, = {[z E“P(W): .zr E [& x&J for some 1 s i 6 n and [ EJ+ 
?%te tha; each F” is closed in “8(o) by Fact(b) of Section 2, 
One can easily see from (1) and (3) that 
(5) if cy <p <WI, then y&F’, 
?nd from (I), (3) and the fact that the pa”s are pairwise incompatible that 
(6) if CT <p <ml, then y@ E&. 
Since the FQ’s arc closed, it follows from (S) and (6) that 
(7) if cu<pC ol, then ya ti Cl(y,: Q’ + 16 y < aI). 
?k) by Fact L the separable metrizablc space ‘%Pfo) has the nonLindeiiif subspace 
{ ?a : a <. WI). This ab;dJrdity com@etss the proof of The&km a,&. 
5.3, ~~~r~~ Amune and build P from a & seq ce. Then P is an 
a ccc partial order whi is ccc productive (i.e,, P X ,is ccc for ali ccc 
ifferent example of such a P owurs in 1131, TO pro 
&%‘ .B@WWNb f&&W we bi8 prc0Ved Tbwe~ 1.4,2. SzentmikBssy proved a much- ‘.
2 St@r@$ (by virtue Of Tborm 1.2) result: M;A. + 1CI-I  implies that there is no
f;J?st countable regular L-space 112, Theorem. 43.
3.X ‘W It is csns$ter~t with -I & that there is a Suslin line (which is a Arst, . i’
cs\rW& L-ap&), TO we this, start with tf =L in the ground model and iterate
forcing zj)~ times a la SoIowayJ’+ennenbaum, but just with partial orders a ising from
4 sequences. In L, the partial order which yields this iteration is ccc productive, SQ
Suslin trees in L remain Suslin in the extensfon.
5.4, Remark, R$mmk 5.3 can be used to answer a question of Magidor and Mali@
[WJ. Nan&y, the completeness theorem for L(Q2), which they proved from 0,
cannot be proved from +%I. To see this, observe that there is a sentence, q5 of
L(Q’) which has 8 model iff 4. q5 consistent with the Magidor-
since 4 has a model ip L; however, by Remark 5.3, it is consistent wi h +3-l that
4 does not have a model.
5.5. Rem&. Another strengthening of l+,/, , which ww proved consistend with
MA+ ?CH by Raumgartner [1], is: whenever x,, E 9%~) for a <o19 there is an
uncountable f c= 01 such rhat either
(1) Vcu,BE.~(ar#B-,x,~~~&xa~.r,) or
(2) Va,BEd(x,2xaorXgEx~).
It is unknown whether this strengthening in fact follows from MA + --I CH.
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